InAcademia: an elegant validation tool

- Students can validate their entitlement to discount services without having to send paper-based documentation to individual merchants.
- Authenticates without direct information exchange between IdPs and service providers.
- A simple method for IdPs to onboard services that benefit their students and faculties.

InAcademia for Identity Federations

Eases the process of connecting Service Providers to your federation using the Open ID Connect protocol...

...And reduces the overhead of onboarding Service Providers.

InAcademia for Identity Providers

A great solution connecting IdPs to merchants

- By enabling InAcademia as a Service Provider, your users will have access to all service providers that enter InAcademia in the future
- You will spend less time making ad hoc arrangements to release attributes to individual service providers.

How does it work?

Using the power of eduGAIN – reducing time, manpower and cost.

InAcademia for Merchants

- A simple, cost-effective and lightweight validation solution.
- Gives you the assurance that you’re dealing with real students, in real time, and it can be used to replace manual identity document-based validation processes without sharing personal data between merchant and IdP.
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